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How many times have you turned to your friends or family and said, ‘we
should go away together.’ You’ve daydreamed for years about a group
holiday in the Caribbean, or maybe you’ve had your sights set on a
luxurious, multi-generational family cruise. Or maybe you’ve had your
sights set on renting out a beautiful old farmhouse in the south of France
where you can organize day trips to local vineyards, private cooking
lessons, and photo shoots in the lavender fields of Provence. But while
your group vacation vision may sound dreamy, there are a lot of moving
parts to consider in order to make it successful. 

Hello!

MILLION MILES TRAVEL AGENCY

Get started today by scheduling a no-commitment 
15-minute chat about your vacation goals!

SHOW ME
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S U C C E S S F U L
T I P S  F O R  H O S T I N G  G R O U P  T R I P S
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1 - Define a Trip Theme or Purpose 

There are hundreds, no, thousands of group travel ideas that are centered around a particular theme,
shared interest, or shared purpose; what’s yours? You’ve gathered a bunch of humans to take on
holiday with you, but what is the why? What do your guests all have in common? Do they share a
love of fitness, wellness, mindfulness? Do they share a love of climbing? Are they a group of women
entrepreneurs who are celebrating success in their businesses? Understanding why they want to
travel will help you draft ideas that you can bring to us so we can design the perfect group trip.

2 - Define Your Hosting Role & Responsibilities

Everyone has their own version of what a ‘group’ leader is, so you need to sort out what yours will be.
Whether your group is only 8 people or over 50, you need to establish clear lines of communication,
establish boundaries and provide your group members with a sense of security so they feel
comfortable traveling with you. One of the first questions you’ll want to ask yourself is how much do
you want to take on? For example, you may want to hire both a driver and a private guide that
accompanies you for the entire duration of your trip so they can help you manage your group. Will
you be managing any and all issues in destination, or will you be directing your guests to Million Miles
Travel to handle it? 

The most effective leaders are communicative, so make sure your guests are clear on what they can
expect from you. 
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3 - Determine the Travel Style & Preferences of Your Group

Before you come to Million Miles Travel with your group’s trip plans, we’ll need to know how your
guests want to travel? You can approach this in a couple of ways. You can create your own group
trip, with your preferences, and market it to your group. But if you have a group of friends or family,
you’re contending with their tastes and preferences. Do they want five-star boutique hotels and
lodges? Do they love the idea of local living in the form of Homestays? Do they prefer Michelin Star
dining or street food experiences? The more information you can gain from your guests, the more
customized the itinerary can be. 
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Accommodation availability - Smaller boutique hotels, luxury lodges, and villas are in demand and
only have so much availability. With larger groups, the earlier you plan, the better chance you have
of accommodating your group.

Cost Efficiency - Booking earlier often means you can negotiate better accommodation rates.

Better Flight Options - Moving a large group can be a logistical nightmare when you book too close
to departure. Especially when you’re working with several different gateways. Always encourage
your guests to book their flights early so they can get the best flight times and generous
connections.

Payment Option Flexibility - As you know, with most tour providers, guests have the opportunity to
make payments on their trip over time, with the final payment being due 4-6 weeks in advance of
departure. This is an attractive benefit for guests who don’t want to front all of the money at once. 

More Options to book ‘Unique Activities’ - If you’ve been stalking the profile of a particular rockstar
travel photographer that you want to hire for a shoot for your group trip to Iceland, you’re going to
need to book them early. Want to book that award-winning Royal Theatre director for your theater
group when they visit the Globe Theatre in London, you’ll need to get them on the calendar asap. 

Helps You Plan for Prepare Cancellations - For certain types of group trips, you need to maintain a
certain number of spots or rooms to keep your group discount. All-inclusive group packages often
require a minimum of 10 guests or 5 rooms for a group discount. If you plan far in advance, and
guests cancel, you have a better chance of filling those empty spots to keep that discount.

4 - Plan Early 

Whether you’re planning a simple beach vacation to Aruba, a Mediterranean Cruise, or a multi-city tour
of Costa Rica, group trips need to plan ahead for several reasons, and here are a few: 
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Best destinations for wellness retreats: Costa Rica, Sweden, Sri Lanka, Bali, 

Best Destinations for Multi-Generational Groups: Caribbean cruises, River Cruises, Italy,
Greece, Australia, New Zealand Camper Holidays

Best Food & Wine Destinations: South Africa, Chile, Italy, France, Southern California 

5 - Choose a Dreamy Destination  

You likely already have a destination in mind, but you may need a bit more guidance,
depending on the type or purpose of your trip. Here are a few ideas:

      Upstate New York, Hawaii 

If you need help with destination ideas for your group, don’t fret, we have plenty of options we
can share with you. 

6 - Schedule a Consultation with Your Travel Advisor 

Now that you’ve sorted out what type of group trip you would like to organize, and where you
would like to go, it’s time to chat with us about putting everything all together. Managing a group
is stressful enough, we’ll negotiate group pricing, coordinate transportation, curate amazing
activities, and experiences for your group, and make you look like a rockstar to your group. We
also handle all of the administrative details, including tracking payments and final confirmations. 
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7 - Keep in Constant Contact with Your Group

After we’ve presented the proposal to your group, taken payment, and booked everything in, it’s
still essential that you, the group host, keep your group excited and motivated about their
upcoming trip. You may want to create a Facebook group just for your travellers. Or maybe
you’ll want to host monthly Zoom chats to field any questions or concerns so there are no
surprises on the trip. If you need help or ideas to help you accomplish this, we’re here to support
you and your guests. 

Planning a successful group trip may not be complicated, but it does require a degree of
organization, patience, and some critical thinking. This is why it’s so important to partner up with
a group travel specialist. Letting a professional do the heavy lifting means you get to focus your
time and attention on sharing your passion and excitement for your upcoming trip together. 
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Let's Connect!

Tammy O'Hara   |   United States  |   tammy@millionmilestravel.com
millionmilestravel.com

MONDAY-TUESDAY 12:00 PM to 5:00 PM EST | SATURDAY 9:00 AM to 12:00 PM EST 
 

Already have a group trip idea in mind?
Schedule a call with us today, and let’s

start planning your next luxurious it inerary!

SCHEDULE A CALL BACK
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